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ABSTRACT
Ranking Aspect-Based Features in Restaurant Reviews

Jacob Ling Hang Chan
Department of Linguistics, BYU
Master of Arts

Consumers continuously review products and services on the internet. Others have frequently relied on those reviews in making purchasing decisions. Review texts are usually free-form and associated with a star rating on a 5-point scale. The majority of restaurants receive a 3.5 or 4 star rating on average, so a standalone star rating does not provide adequate information for readers to make a decision. Many researchers have approached the problem with sentiment analysis to classify a sentence or a text as expressing a positive or a negative review. Sentiment analysis, even at the fine-grained level, can only provide classification of positive and negative judgments on any particular aspect under consideration.

The novel method proposed in this thesis provides insight into what aspects reviewers deem as relevant when assigning star rating to restaurants. This is accomplished by using an interpretable star rating classification method that predicts star rating based on aspect and polarity score from the review. The model first assigns a polarity score for each aspect in the review text, then predicts a star rating, and outputs a ranked list of aspect importance according to a widely used restaurant reviews dataset. The result from this thesis suggests that the classification model is able to output a reliable ranking from the review texts.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the rapid growth of ecommerce, social media, and online review websites has provided a place for users to share their experience about product, services, and business (Gretzel & Yoo, 2008). Online reviews have become an important factor for potential consumers to make purchasing decisions. 97% of consumers reported having read online reviews prior to making a decision, and 91% of 18-34 year-olds trust online reviews as much as personal recommendations (Murphy, 2019). Luca (2016) suggests that for every one-star increase on the popular review site Yelp, the restaurant receives a 5-9% increase in revenue. In addition, the study suggests that potential customers tend to select restaurants with more reviews. It is evident that online reviews have become a reliable source of information to assess strengths and weaknesses of a product or service, as well as an important factor in making a decision. Additionally, reviews are a valuable source for companies to learn from their customers. (Ganu et al., 2009).

However, it is impossible for consumers to read through the large volume of reviews of all the businesses they are considering; furthermore, the sheer volume of reviews from various websites make it difficult for companies and consumers to gain insightful information. This has sparked development on a wide range of applications and studies to measure and extract insightful information from reviews, especially in sentiment analysis or opinion mining. Sentiment analysis is a computational method to study human opinions, sentiments, emotions, and attitudes. Sentiment analysis has become an active area of study in natural language processing (Pontiki et al., 2016). Sentiment analysis is a complex task, because review texts are free-form and contain unusual spelling, spelling errors, various syntactic structures, idioms, emojis, quotations, ellipses, and sarcasm. It also requires a computer system to comprehend context, process knowledge of the review domain, and detect reviewer satisfaction. The task also involves various aspects of natural language processing such as part-of-speech tagging, dependency parsing, and entity recognition.

The goal of sentiment analysis is to output a polarity score, which classifies a sentence or a document as positive, negative, or neutral. Most sentiment analysis combines a lexicon with some type of machine learning algorithm to take into consideration syntactic information. The lexicons are usually human-defined and contain words annotated with their polarity such as positive, negative, or neutral, along with syntactic information such as detecting intensifiers or
negation to identify sentiment more accurately. The pre-defined lexicon allows computers to search and classify sentiment on a review or a sentence, however this lacks granularity into which entity receives the classification. Additionally, the predefined lexicon is labor-intensive and domain-specific.

Although many of the sentiment analyzers make use of syntactic information and context to ensure improved accuracy, they still lack granularity into which entities receive negative or positive reviews. For example, consider “Although the service was terrible, I love the food.” The review is both positive and negative, and each entity being discussed has a different polarity. This has led to the development of aspect-based-sentiment analysis (ABSA) to identify the object that the opinion is targeted towards. Instead of looking at the document, sentence, clause, or phrase, aspect-level analysis directly looks at the target opinion sentiment. This method provides a more fine-grained view into particular aspects and their sentiment polarity. With the previous example, ABSA is able to extract a positive review of the food and a negative review of the service. ABSA provides a more insightful analysis for consumers and companies to understand which specific areas have positive and negative reviews. An analysis could result in hundreds of aspects and it is difficult to know which aspect is actually helpful for consumers and companies. In addition, ABSA still requires a manually-defined aspect and opinion lexicon, which limits ABSA’s domain.

This thesis aims to provide a method to predict review star ratings with features including multiple aspect groups and polarity scores, and to assign rankings from highest to lowest of each aspect group according to importance as viewed by the classification model.

The research questions this thesis addresses are as follows: 1. Can aspect and polarity score predict star rating? 2. Is it possible to rank aspect based on reviewers’ opinions?
2. Literature Review

There has been recent interest in analyzing and classifying reviews. The interest is largely due to the difficulty for computers to understand and analyze free-text format reviews. Typical sentiment analysis focuses solely on the text polarity, whereas aspect-based sentiment analysis can provide more detailed results in predicting sentiment polarities on a given aspect or entities in the text. This section will explore different approaches employed by relevant studies to extract user-generated reviews at a fine-grained level. It will also survey different machine learning approaches that have been employed to understand reviewers’ attitudes.

2.1 Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis, also referred to as opinion mining, is the process of classifying a text or sentence by its polarity. Polarity classifies text into negative, positive, and neutral. Sentiment analysis has become a major task of natural language processing (NLP) and gained major attention in recent years due to the large volume of online reviews and social media. The task often uses many NLP technologies such as entity recognition, part-of-speech tagging, and dependency parsing, making it a great challenge to investigate and test different natural language processing methodologies. However, the classification is not easy and presents many challenges to accurately detect sentiment from sarcasm, subjectivity, and a long rant in a single sentence.

There has also been a surge of new applications being developed for commercial use of sentiment analysis to understand customers, monitor online presence, online marketing analysis, and product recommendations. Most of these studies and applications make use of a predefined lexicon and combine with some type of machine learning method. The prevailing methodology can be divided into lexicon-based methods and hybrid methods.

Lexicon-based approaches rely on building a sentiment lexicon of adjectives and adverbs that have been annotated by polarity. The annotation is usually done manually by humans. Lexicons such as LIWC (Pennebaker et al., 2015) and Hu-Liu04 (Hu & Liu, 2004) categorize words into binary classes of either positive or negative according to context-free semantic orientation. More advanced lexicons such as SentiWordNet associate each word with its valence scores for sentiment intensity (Baccianella et al., 2010).

Sentiment intensity or valence-based methods not only classify words into binary polarity but also note the strength of the sentiment expressed in the text. SentiWordNet is an extension of WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) with 147,306 synonym sets annotated with three numerical scores.
relating to positivity, negativity, and objectivity/neutrality. Each score ranges from 0.0 to 1.0 and their sum is 1 for each synonym set along with positive and negative scores. The scores were calculated using a complex mix of propagation methods and classifiers, unlike LIWC which was curated manually by humans (Baccianella et al., 2010). Although SentiWordNet avoided the time-consuming task of manually creating and validating such lists of opinion lexicon, a large majority of synonym sets have no positive or negative polarity and fail to account for sentiment-bearing lexical features.

Whether a lexicon is binary-based or more nuanced as valence-based, the lexicon method disregards the context and lexical properties that affect the word polarity. Syntactic structures such as negation and intensifiers provide contextual information that affect polarity. Therefore, many researchers approach the problem with hybrid solutions. Hybrid methods employ a wide range of NLP methods to obtain accurate results. For example, a lexicon can be further adjusted with word sense disambiguation to identify which sense of a word is being used in the sentence. Many words have multiple meanings and contextual meanings.

Although hybrid methods provide a more accurate method to make use of a lexicon in a more context-aware manner, they still have trouble with coverage. A predefined lexicon often ignores unseen words and important lexical features such as negation. Moreover, a sentiment intensity score can differ based on the data’s genre.

2.2 Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis, when it categorizes a text or a sentence with sentiment polarity, presents problems. For example, “The book was fun to read, but the price is too high,” contains two aspects of “book” and “price”. At document-level sentiment analysis, it could result in either polarity. Even at the more granular sentence level with contextual information, it is still difficult to discover when one review contains both positive and negative remarks. General sentiment analysis to classify polarity lacks important information to understand people’s likes or dislikes from their opinion. Hence aspect-based sentiment analysis (ASBA) is developed as a process to extract aspects and then determine the sentiment that is expressed toward that aspect from the review (Pontiki et al., 2016). Aspect can be defined as the target that the opinion is expressed toward.

Similar to sentiment analysis there are two levels of ABSA: sentence-level ABSA and text-level ABSA. Sentence-level ABSA is to identify the aspect which an opinion term expressed
toward in a given sentence. Usually both the aspect and opinion terms are chosen from a predefined inventory. After the aspect and the opinion terms are identified, the computer will then assign a polarity to the aspect-opinion pair. Text-level ABSA identifies a set of tuples that summarize the opinions expressed in a given review (Pontiki et al., 2016).

There also are two different approaches to ABSA: aspect-term sentiment analysis and aspect-category sentiment analysis (Xue & Li, 2018). Aspect-term sentiment analysis is performed on the aspect or entity terms that are labeled in a given sentence. The analysis uses a tree structure to map syntactic dependencies for the given sentence. Then it determines the opinion term by using the surrounding relations and positions from the aspect term. Aspect-category sentiment analysis predicts the model polarity toward a predefined list of aspects that have been grouped by categories, for example *burger, fries, hotdog, ribs* can be grouped into the category of *food*.

Early approaches to ABSA rely on a pre-defined lexicon, the lexicon consisting of a list of nouns that frequently occur within the dataset and opinion term annotated by polarity. With the lexicon, the model searches for the aspect from each sentence. When matched with an aspect from the lexicon it will then look up the opinion term from the lexicon. Such approaches work well for high frequency nouns and opinion terms. However, it ignores context, negation, and low-frequency aspects and opinion.

Later studies have resolved those problems to present a more accurate and optimal method to conduct ABSA with various machine learning methods and labeled datasets. In 2014, Semantic Evaluation (SemEval) held a shared task workshop to promote the state of the art for ABSA and to provide a baseline (Pontiki et al., 2014). There was an abundant amount of participation in this particular task. At the time, the best performing model was developed by Chernyshevich (2014) using lexicon and syntactic features on each token to train a conditional random field and achieved 79% accuracy for restaurant reviews. Other studies can be generalized and grouped into pre-trained models, rule-based approaches, and recurrent neural networks.

**2.2.1 Pre-trained models**

Initially, ABSA was conducted as a hybrid method where users defined a list of aspects for the model to find and determine polarity for that aspect using dependency parsing. This method relied heavily on feature engineering. It was domain-specific and hence, difficult to build as a universal approach to ABSA. In recent years, the launch of pre-trained language models and
transfer learning such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), OpenAI GPR (Radford et al., 2018), and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) offer a new solution to approach ABSA.

For example, Sun (2019) uses four different BERT models to detect and conduct ABSA. The study found that BERT-based models outperform the other three models in aspect detection and sentiment analysis with 93.6% accuracy, which is 2.6 % higher compared to previous studies and models. The study and previous studies (Saeidi, 2016; Ma et al., 2018) all suggest that models performing better at aspect detection tend to have weakness in sentiment analysis and vice versa. In addition, although a pre-trained model can achieve state-of-the-art performance in some cases, it is extremely difficult to replicate for a new domain.

2.2.2 Rule-based approach

Aside from using pre-trained models, some have performed sentiment analysis with a rule-based approach. VADER in particular is one of the more popular open-source models that has achieved 96% accuracy (Gilbert & Hutto, 2014). VADER stands for Valence Aware Dictionary for Sentiment Reasoning, which is a simple rule-based model for general sentiment analysis. VADER starts by constructing a list of lexical items common to sentiment expressions from corpora and with sentiment intensity rated by humans. Then the lexicon features are combined with five general rules that embody grammatical and syntactic convention in expressing and emphasizing sentiment intensity. The study found that the five rules with the lexical feature were able to achieve 96% accuracy in Tweets sentiment analysis. Although it performed very well in Tweets, it was not able to achieve the same accuracy for product reviews, with only 64% accuracy. Moreover, the method was labor-intensive. The results also suggest that the rules can achieve high performance when applied to specific genres such as Tweets in the study.

2.2.3 Recurrent neural networks

A transition-based recurrent neural network (RNN) method has also been implemented in various ABSA studies. RNN is a statistical learner for modeling sequential data, such as words, in sentences. RNN provides a framework to condition on the whole sequence and its history.

Many different variations of RNN have been applied to ABSA. Tang (2016) applied target-dependent long short-term memory (TD-LSTM) to incorporate target information. The method selects the most relevant part of the context to infer the sentiment polarity toward the target. This method was able to achieve state-of-the-art performance without an external
sentiment lexicon or syntactic parser. Numerous studies have also investigated the best method to accurately parse and identify the correct opinion term from the target. Most approaches apply different flavors of neural networks or supervised machine learning. Previous studies using neural networks can be generalized into the categories of graph-based versus transition-based parsers. Graph-based parsers use parsing as a search-based structured prediction problem to generate a scoring function on dependency trees to determine the correct tree among all trees (McDonald et al., 2006). Transition-based parsers use parsing as a series of actions that generate a parse tree. The classifier scores the possible action at each stage of the process to assist the parsing. For example, graph-based parsers have employed a tree-based recursive neural network (Socher et al., 2013). Tree-LSTM (Tai et al., 2015) uses syntactic interpretation of sentence structure to conduct ABSA. Recursive neural networks make use of external syntactic parsers that entail long processing time as well as inaccuracy (Xue & Li, 2018).

Kiperwasser & Goldberg (2016) present a different implementation of the long short-term memory (LSTM) method that is simpler and effective for dependency parsing. The method is based on bidirectional-LSTMs (BiLSTMs) where each sentence token is associated with a BiLSTM vector representing the token in sentential context. BiLSTMs employs bidirectional RNN with LSTM that takes into account both the left-hand and right-hand contexts of the vector.

The approach takes each word from a given input sentence along with its POS tag and embedding vector to generate a sequence of input vectors. Each vector is a concatenation of the corresponding words and POS vector. The embedding was trained with the model to encode each word in isolation without context. The context is then introduced by representing each input element as a BiLSTM vector. The feature function then concatenates a small number of BiLSTM vectors to parse and score using a multi-layer perceptron with one hidden layer. The feature extractor uses a greedy transition-based parsing to process the sentence and produces parse trees. The result showed that this method was able to surpass the state of the art in English and achieved 93% accuracy. BiLSTM provides a simpler feature engineering that is very accurate. This method provides an accurate parser for NLP architecture ABSA function that will be used in this thesis; more will be discussed in the methodology section.

Apart from developing the most optimal algorithm for the aspect detection and sentiment lexicon, domain portability is still an issue in many cases due to the models’ and lexicons’ inability to classify reviews outside of the intended domain. Most studies that are able to achieve
state-of-the-art can only accurately perform within the dataset domain. For example, food is a frequently occurring aspect in restaurant reviews, but it does not occur in electronic products reviews. The opinion term cheap could be positive in describing a restaurant being affordable, though it would be negative in review concerning the product quality being “cheap”.

2.3 Predicting Star Rating

Review rating prediction is a very challenging task, largely due to review text being free-form. The review might contain multiple or conflicting opinions for various aspects. Pang & Lee (2005) first approach this problem in classifying reviews on a one-to-five-star scale instead of the binary output of “thumbs up” or “thumbs down”. The study compares human evaluation of classifying star rating to support vector machines (SVM). Although the study can group reviews into 1 star, 2 stars, and 3 stars and above without truly predicting on a 5-point scale, it provided groundwork for many future studies.

Synder & Barzilay (2007) also conducted a multiple aspect rating prediction study using the Good Grief model. This model scores each aspect based on a reviewer’s degrees of satisfaction and uses an agreement model to predict whether all ranked aspects are equal. The joint method ranks the review texts on a 5-point scale and it was able to achieve 67% accuracy on the test set compared to the majority baseline of 58%.

Yu et al. (2015) also use a Yelp review dataset to investigate and compare machine learning algorithms to predict star ratings. The goal of the study was to understand user review content to better recommend businesses to the user that would likely rate higher than others. The study utilized information such as a user’s review histories, a restaurant’s meta information, and sentiment features to predict star ratings. Three machine learning algorithms were used to compare performance: linear regression, latent factor model, and random forest (RF). The study suggested that RF performed better compared to the other two. RF outperforms other models because of its ability to use features such as sentiment parameter and average star rating to predict star rating. This study motivated the current thesis to investigate sentiment analysis features to predict star rating with RF. Moreover, RF also offers feature importance, which allows ranking of each feature in relation of influence to the prediction.

2.4 Feature Importance via Random Forest

RF is an ensemble of decision trees trained through the bagging method. Decision trees is a versatile machine learning method that can perform both classification and regression tasks as
well as multi-output tasks. It is often used to train predictive models using a tree structure to present decision and decision making (Geron, 2019). Suppose the model is to determine the star rating of a restaurant's review based on a 5-point scale. It will start at the root node, where this node asks if the food was scored higher than a 0.8. If it is, then the model will move down to the root’s left child node. In this case, it is a leaf node indicating that it does not have any child nodes. The leaf node does not ask any questions and simply assigns the predicted class for the node and the decision tree for restaurant review as 5 stars. Suppose there is another review, where this time the food was scored 0.4 lower than the 0.8 threshold. The model will move down to the root’s right child node which is not a leaf node. The node will then ask another question: “Is the score of environment 0.6 or lower?” If it is, then the review is more likely a 3-star review.

A node’s samples attribute derives from the number of training instances it applied to. If the training set has 100 instances with food quality greater than 0.8, a node’s value attribute will indicate how many instances of each class this node applied to. Moreover, a node’s impurity is measured by a special attribute, to be discussed shortly. The decision tree method is intuitive and easily interprets decision paths.

Random forest is an ensemble method that aggregates the predictions of a group of predictors to gain better predictions. The method trains a group of decision tree classifiers each from a randomly selected subset of the data. The predictions combine all trees to predict the class that gets the most votes from the trees, also known as a hard voting classifier. Even if one of the classifiers has low accuracies it will still be able to achieve high accuracies, because the prediction is based on majority vote. However, ensemble methods can only predict accurately when the predictors are independent from one another. Independence implies training diverse classifiers using different algorithms to increase the chance of different errors and improving ensemble accuracy (Ho, 1995). This is done by bagging decision trees in order to reduce variance of a single tree to improve prediction accuracy.

RF became popular for machine learning for its interoperability including providing insight into the data and model. For example, a great quality of employing RF is the ease of measuring the relative importance of each feature in a prediction model. The is done by assigning a score to each input feature. Feature importance has been used to interpret the data, model, and understand which feature is useful in a predictive model (Geron, 2019).
There are two methods to measure feature importance: VI and GI. VI is computed from the average decrease in model accuracy on the training sample, when the values of the randomly selected feature are permuted (Altmann et al., 2010). GI is measured by how much the tree nodes that use that feature reduce impurity on average across all trees in the forest. A node’s impurity is measured by gini. A pure node has a gini score of 0 when all training instances it applies to stem from the same class. For example, if the left child node of the root only applies to Price training instances, it is pure and receives a gini score of 0. Equation 1 shows how the training algorithm computes the gini score $G$ of the $i$ node. Furthermore, the score is a weighted average, where the weight of each node is equal to the number of training samples that are associated with it (Strobl et al., 2007).

$$G_i = 1 - \sum_{k=1}^{n} P_{i,k}^2$$

Equation 1. Gini Impurity

*P is the ratio of class k instances among the training instances in the i node.*
3. Dataset

The dataset for the current thesis is provided by Yelp, an American company that publishes business information and crowd-sourced reviews of businesses. The company has an average of 28 million unique users per month. The dataset\(^1\) is a subset of business data open to the public by the company for academic purposes. The Yelp dataset was chosen due to its large quantity of reviews, as well as the site's wide popularity for the public to leave reviews for businesses, especially restaurant reviews. The dataset is from the 2020 data release and it contains 7,734,455 reviews from 209,393 businesses and 1,968,703 users across 11 metropolitan areas.

The dataset includes 5 json files, one for each object type (business, review, user, check-in and tips) where each file consists of one json object per line. The business file contains information including location, categories, names, average star rating, review counts, and other meta information. The review file contains the full review text, user id, business id, star rating, and other metadata. The review text is free-form along with a 5-point star rating scale. All the data required for the current thesis is contained in the business.json and the review.json files; the rest of the files are not necessary for the current thesis.

Within the business file, the dataset describes different categories that each business belongs to. The categories include Entertainment, Beauty, Home service, Automotive, Fitness, Health/Medical, Shopping, Food, Hotels/Travel, and Restaurants. However, many businesses belong to multiple categories, making it impossible to clearly group business per category. For example, a gas station could have all of the following categories indicated in the categories field: Grocery, Auto Parts & Supplies, Automotive, Auto Repair, Convenience Stores, Oil Change Stations, Food, Towing, and Gas Stations. With the majority of businesses representing a wide range of categories, the only category that can be grouped correctly would be the Restaurants category.

The Restaurants category consists of 63,944 restaurants, making up 30.5% of all businesses within the dataset. In addition, restaurant reviews also accounted for 63.1% of all reviews in the dataset with 4,882,741 reviews. With every category having very distinct entities and opinion terms that only exist within the category's domains, it would be difficult to have a

measure of feature importance in general. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct the analysis per category instead of in general. As most categories are loosely defined and contain insufficient reviews, the current thesis will only use Restaurants, the only clearly classified business categories as well as representing the majority of the reviews from the dataset.

![Restaurant Average Stars Rating](image)

Figure 1. Average star rating in the Restaurants category from the dataset

According to the dataset, each restaurant has an average of 3.4 star ratings and 76 user reviews. 48% of restaurants fall within the 3.5 to 4 stars range, and 15% of restaurants receive an average rating of 4.5 stars or higher stars (Figure 1). Given that 48% of restaurants fall between 3.5 to 4 star range, there is a need for the current thesis to use natural language processing to analyze review content to distinguish a 4-star-user review from a 5-star-user review. In order for readers to find reviews useful to read and business to improve upon the review, the current thesis implementation of feature importance will be able to provide a more in-depth analysis of reviews in understanding common consensus on what is deemed important to review writers.

The location distribution from the data is spread across 11 states and provinces across the United States and Canada. 25% of the restaurants are in Ontario, Canada while the majority of the reviews are from Nevada and Arizona, with over a million reviews for each state. Others include 17 states or provinces with one to three restaurants per location, with a total of 35 restaurants and 1,572 reviews; hence these are grouped as others to avoid skewing the location data.
Table 1. Number of reviews and restaurants per Location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State/Province</th>
<th>Number of Reviews</th>
<th>Number of Restaurants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>69,835</td>
<td>3,245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>1,387,325</td>
<td>12,124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>31,250</td>
<td>702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>328,710</td>
<td>4,655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>1,632,060</td>
<td>8,340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>263,374</td>
<td>5,914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>648,442</td>
<td>1,6221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>240,194</td>
<td>4,259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QC</td>
<td>158,132</td>
<td>6,228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>18,920</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>102,925</td>
<td>1,794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>1574</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


As previously mentioned, the majority of the restaurants received an average rating of 3.5 to 4 stars. Yet 44% of the reviews in the dataset had five stars. There are twice as many 5-star reviews compared to 4 stars and more than 3 times compared to 3-star reviews.

Table 2. Number of reviews per star ratings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Star Ratings</th>
<th>Number of reviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>628,004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>456,590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>639,748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,254,009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2,077,510</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Method

The goal of this thesis is to predict star rating from aspect-based sentiment analysis results and rank feature\(^2\) importance to produce ranked insight from review text. This section will explain each step of the methodology design and process shown in Figure 2.

![Review Text Diagram](image)

**Data Preprocessing**
- Tokenize, part-of-speech tag, extract all nouns and opinion terms

**Aspect and opinion lexicon**

**Aspect-Based Sentiment analysis**

**Aspect grouping**

**Random Forest to predict star ratings**

**Feature Importance**

Figure 2. Process of the review analysis pipeline.

### 4.1 Data Sampling and Preprocessing

Since 60% of the reviews in the dataset constitute Restaurants reviews, this thesis restricts the categories to Restaurants reviews only. The dataset contains 5,055,992 restaurant reviews across the USA and Canada. For the purpose of this thesis, reviews were selected from Las Vegas, Nevada, the most reviewed city within the category. Nevada has 1,632,060 reviews

\(^2\) See code at [https://github.com/jacoblhchan/Aspect-ranking](https://github.com/jacoblhchan/Aspect-ranking).
in the dataset; however it is still not feasible to process millions of reviews. To ensure a feasible computation, a random sample of 5000 reviews of each star rating from Las Vegas’s restaurants with a total of 25,000 reviews have been randomly selected for processing. As previously mentioned, 44% of all reviews in the dataset are five-star reviews, therefore randomly sampling the dataset would create imbalance of star ratings. Qiu et al. (2018) suggest that an imbalanced dataset can cause significant impact on the effectiveness of the prediction model. Creating a balanced dataset can create more accurate predictions.

The first script is written in Python with the Pandas library to extract a list of restaurant business IDs within Las Vegas from the business.json file. Pandas is an open-source Python library that allows fast data manipulation and analysis. With a large json file of 209,393 json objects, it can read, handle it quickly and output the data into csv format. The list of business ID’s is then used to extract the ratings and reviews from the review.json file. Pandas also offers a random sampling feature which allows users to randomly sample the data. This feature was used to randomly select 5000 reviews from each star rating.

An additional step was also conducted to extract English reviews only and avoid any confusion over non-English text in the pipeline during later analysis. This was performed by langdetect, an open-source library in Python.

The final step of preprocessing the pipeline involved cleaning each review text. With Yelp allowing users to write free-form review, resulting in many textual anomalies, it was crucial to ensure that all words were in lowercase to avoid problems in part-of-speech tagging and dependency parsing. This is a typical preprocessing stage in NLP pipelines. Each review was then separated into 5 different datasets into csv files according to its star rating.

4.2 Feature Extraction

The feature extraction phase is to extract the aspect and opinion terms from each sentence in a review. The aspect is the entity that is being described in the review, while opinion term is the word that is used to describe the aspect. With the list of aspects and opinion terms as input, aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) can subsequently be conducted for the next phase.

The next step was to extract aspect terms from the dataset. NLTK is an open-source natural language processing library that can perform tokenization, part-of-speech tag, as well as many other natural language processing features (Bird et al., 2009). NLTK was selected for aspect term extraction because of its outstandingly faster processing time compared to other NLP
Python libraries such as spaCy. In addition, NLTK uses strings as input and output, making it easier to parse out nouns or proper nouns. SpaCy uses an object-oriented approach, where it returns document object with words and sentences as objects themselves. Moreover, spaCy requires loading language models at run-time requiring large memory usage.\textsuperscript{3}

Each review was processed by determining a token and its part of speech at this phase. If the token was labeled as a noun (NN, NNS) or proper noun (NNP, NNPS) by NLTK, it was then extracted from the review and appended to a Python list. After each review had been processed, the list of nouns and proper nouns was exported as a csv file from the Python list, with each noun or proper noun per row. This step created a set of predefined aspects for ABSA and opinion term extraction. ABSA requires a pre-defined aspect to ensure the model to search for an opinion term whenever an aspect is present in the review. This is a necessary approach for ABSA to properly locate and analyze the aspect and opinion pair per the review domain.

In order to extract and generate an opinion term corpus from data that exhibits aspect, the spaCy dependency parser was then used for its ability to manage advanced language processes which NLTK lacks, such as dependency parsing with state-of-the-art accuracy. With the spaCy-BIST parser, it was possible to extract a set of opinion terms based on dependencies involving the entity. The BIST parser is a graph-based dependency parser using bidirectional-LSTMs (BiLSTMs), features extractors to determine each word token by associating it with a BiLSTMs vector representing the token in the sentential context. The BIST dependency parser is able to achieve 93.9% accuracy English on the standard Penn Treebank Dataset, reflecting state-of-the-art accuracy in English (Kiperwasser & Goldberg, 2016).

As mentioned previously, the script was written in Python using the spaCy library and took each review as an input for preprocessing. The preprocessing of the review text then first broke the review apart into sentences, then tokenized the sentence and annotated each token with part-of-speech tags and dependencies. The dependency model for this thesis used a pre-trained BIST model provided by spaCy to extract the relationship between the aspect and the opinion term that is modifying it. Upon each review was processed and parsed, the adjective describing the entity was extracted into Python list and also output as a csv file with each opinion term per row.

\textsuperscript{3} See https://spacy.io/.
4.3 Sentiment Analysis

With the aspects and opinion terms extracted from all the reviews from the Yelp dataset, ABSA was then conducted. ABSA took in three files (the aspects, opinion terms, and all the review text in csv files format) and then it generated a corpus of aspects and opinion terms to the search for matched aspects from each review. It then conducted sentiment analysis to output a list of aspects and opinions from each review, along with each polarity score to indicate the opinion as positive, neutral, or negative.

The ABSA inference step relies on NLP Architect\(^4\), an open-source library developed by the Intel AI Lab. NLP Architect ABSA can take in the three files as input, to detect and extract syntactically related aspects and opinion pairs produced by the BIST parser. The polarity score was estimated using ELMo word embeddings\(^5\) to determine similarities between the extracted opinion term and a set of generic opinion lexical items. It is also simple to use in processing large quantities of reviews. Its command line usage solely requires pointing to the correct aspect and opinion term, and the reviews’ text file path. The library processes each review and outputs to a csv file with the aspect and opinion and the polarity score from all the reviews per row. In addition, it is highly accurate and has the ability to detect events from a given set of aspects and opinion terms. Moreover, ABSA can extract events from multi-word aspects such as chicken wings from the parse tree, as well as looking for intensifier and negation terms to determine polarity correctly. With ABSA, multi-word aspects that often occur in food dishes' names can be avoided, as well as averting mislabeling reviews polarity by only looking at the event alone.

The process of ABSA first took in the pre-defined aspect, opinions, and reviews file as csv and generated a Python list. Each review was then looped through to determine if any word in the review matches with the aspect list from the review file. If it did, a dependency parse converted the sentence into a tree structure. The tree was then used to detect events as well as to look for negation and intensifiers to determine its polarity and return the result. For each result, it included aspect, opinion, and score stored into a dataframe pending completion. After all the reviews were processed, the result was then aggregated into a csv file as output with each pair of aspect, opinion, and polarity score per row.

\(^5\) See https://tfhub.dev/google/elmo/2 (retrieved October 20, 2020).
4.4 Feature Grouping and Importance

Given aspect, sentiment, and polarity score as features, RF can measure the relative importance of each feature from the list. This thesis employs an RF classifier along with importance to assign a relative score to aspect features for predicting star ratings.

Each star rating outputs thousands of aspect and opinion pairs, making it impossible to measure each feature importance or variance. Moreover, it could also create an overfitting problem with the RF model with thousands of aspects. Many aspects are similar and only occur one time, hence these can be grouped as one feature. For example, staff, manager, waiter, waitress, server, and waitstaff can be grouped as “staff”.

To ensure a readable feature importance report and accurate model, the current stage performed aspect grouping into ten groups defined as follows: Food, Location, Environment, Reservation, Service, Time, Price, Staff, and Order. The creation of each Python group is a manual process to group similar aspects into a group. Group membership is assigned by a simple Python list lookup; if an aspect belongs to a group, the aspect will be classified to the group that it belongs to.

Scikit-Learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) is an open-source machine learning library for Python that provides various tools for model fitting, data preprocessing, model selection, and evaluation. Its built-in machine learning algorithms and models are straightforward and have been used by thousands of research projects and organizations. The current thesis uses version 0.23.2 of Scikit-Learn.

Among its capabilities are RF classifier and feature importance analyzer. Scikit-Learn has a default Feature Importance function that provides fast calculation for large datasets and simplicity in retrieving results. However, it is prone to bias in determining feature importance. To combat bias in the result, the default Feature Importance tool employs the Drop Column method to decrease and discover bias that could occur.

Drop Column is a convenient method to investigate feature importance at a more granular level. This approach compares a model with all features versus a model that has dropped a feature and outputs the result. This allows detection of bias that frequently occurs in Scikit-Learn’s implementation of RF and Feature Importance. Considering that the dataset only has ten feature groups with 2,5000 reviews, its computation is straightforward.
Other approaches are also available from Scikit-Learn such as permutation feature importance, which directly measures feature importance by observing random re-shuffling. It also preserves the distribution of the variable of each prediction that influences model performance. However, this approach sacrifices information about generalization of the model and can overestimate the importance of correlated predictors (Strobl et al., 2007).

The Scikit-Learn library measures feature importance by looking at tree nodes. It computes the amount of tree nodes that use the feature and reduces impurity on average across every tree in the forest. The average is also weighted by each node’s weight; the node weight is equal to the number of training samples that are associated with it. Scikit-Learn can automatically determine the score for each feature after training, then scales all important results to have a sum of one. Therefore, the result is able to break down by percentage and compare by importance. Users can then apply this information to compare businesses across their area or in general.

Feature importance processing for this thesis was written in Python with the Scikit-Learn Random Forest Classifier using 500 estimators with random shuffling with each predictor variable set at 42. The Random Forest features are defined by the ten pre-defined feature groups and each feature group is assigned as the X-axis and the star rating as the Y-axis to build a forest of trees from the input.

The input combined all star rating ABSA results as one csv input file and then transformed it into a usable table to perform Random Forest. The table was designed with feature groups and star rating as column heads and each review in a row. If a feature was present in a review, the polarity score was the value for the review feature, and the star rating was under star rating columns. After the csv file transformation, the file was read into the Python script to perform Random Forest classification and feature importance. The script outputted the feature importance along with its associated feature. The Drop Column method was also conducted after the produced overall result and it was done by Pandas Drop Column function, dropping specific columns by name or at random.

4.5 Evaluation

To determine the model accuracy, this thesis compares the result of two restaurant review datasets extracted from Las Vegas, Nevada. Both datasets are extracted from the same location to
measure if the model can output correlated results. The two datasets were randomly sampled from reviews and each contains 25,000 reviews.

The two ranked feature importance outputs are evaluated with Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Equation 2). The method measures the strength and direction of the monotonic relationship associated between two ranked variables, which in our case, is aspect group as ranked from the first dataset and from the second dataset. A monotonic relationship assumes that when a value of one rank increases, the value of other dataset will also increase; or as the value of one rank decreases, the other rank value decreases as well. The equation returns the correlation coefficient between the range -1 and 1. The result $r$ uses the p-value to interpret the statistical significance of the coefficient (Zar, 1972).

$$r_s = 1 - \frac{6 \sum D^2}{n(n^2 - 1)}$$

Equation 2. Spearman’s Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient

$D$ is the difference in paired ranks and $n$ is the number of cases.

This evaluation was chosen because the output is nonparametric—it is ranked by importance but not normal distribution\(^6\). Since both the first and second dataset were randomly selected samples from the same Las Vegas Restaurant category from Yelp, if the model is accurate, one would expect Spearman’s rank correlation to indicate a strong association between the results from both datasets.

---

\(^6\) Both Kendall’s tau and Spearman’s rho rank correlation methods achieve similar results.
5. Result and Discussion

After the final step of Feature Importance, the Python program outputted the overall result from all ten groups of features from both datasets. The sum of feature importance is equal to 1. As previously mentioned, since random forest feature importance computations are prone to produce bias, a separate result with the Drop Column method was also conducted on dataset A to detect bias in the RF model (Table 4).

The output of both datasets is shown in Table 3. It is intuitive that “Food” is the most important feature for a restaurant from both datasets, along with “Environment/Atmosphere” being the second, and “Service” comes third. “Location and Order” are nearly as important as “Service” with an importance score of a 0.004 difference in dataset A. However, “Order” is ranked number eight in dataset B. “Staff” has a 0.043 difference between the two datasets; it ranked number six in dataset A but one rank higher in the dataset B. “Experience” ranked number seven in the first dataset with a slight lower score compared to dataset B. “Reservation” ranked as the eighth most important to reviewers. The least important feature groups are “Time”, and “Price” in corresponding order in both datasets.

Table 3. Feature Importance result from first and second dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Dataset A Feature Importance</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Dataset B Feature Importance</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservation</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results from both datasets showed a strong, positive correlation with a value of 0.93 for the Spearman’s Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient. The p-value is 0.0001, indicating that the correlation between both results is statistically significant with 95% confidence.

A final check was conducted by the Python Random package to drop a column from the feature to detect any bias in the previous result. The script randomly selected to drop “Time” as a
feature. Generally, when bias occurs in feature importance ranking would change. In this case, as shown in Table 4, the result closely resembles the previous two results. However, “Order” is now being 0.003 more important than Location.

The difference of ranking in Table 4 does not constitute bias from the Random Forest. Both features have close proximity and feature importance scores from the previous two results. When bias occurs at feature importance, usually the feature is extremely high compared to other or uncommon features being the most prominent. This also indicates that the Random Forest Feature Importance model did not have overfitting or underfitting problems. The consistency between the three result outputs prove that the results are a reliable interpretation of the variable importance measure from the random forest model. Furthermore, the forest is built from unbiased classification trees.

Table 4. Feature Importance after dropping random feature (Dataset A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Dataset A Feature Importance</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Drop-Column Method Feature Importance</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservation</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The accuracy of the star rating prediction model with sentiment features was 52.4%, which was 13.2% higher compared to 39.2% baseline established from the Yelp 2014 dataset (Wu et al., 2018). However, the result was lower compared to a neural network prediction model at 68.6% accuracy (Wu et al., 2018), as well as the current state-of-the-art decision tree prediction model at 82.5% accuracy tested on the Yelp 2019 dataset (Chen & Xia, 2020). All previous studies that have achieving higher accuracy was due to their goal of developing a new state-of-the-art method. This thesis aims to develop a feature importance ranking procedure instead of developing a method to achieve the next state-of-the-art star rating prediction model.
5.1 Result by group

The result from the first dataset suggests that Food, Environment, and Service have effects on star rating. The ten feature groups combined contain over 70,000 aspects and about 1,000 unique aspects excluding misspelling. This discussion section explains and describes each group.

**Food**: Food includes food names and most commonly using the word *food* by review writers. Writers usually review the food quality and portion sizes. The result being the most significant effect on star rating is reasonable to expect as the main purpose of a restaurant is to provide food. *Food* is a frequently used word in both positive and negative reviews.

**Environment**: Environment or Atmosphere contains words such as *decoration, bathroom, table*, and *chair*. This is the second most important feature, as the environment such as cleanliness of a restaurant has been described as a crucial factor of the dining experience, which also reflects the customer’s comfort in a restaurant and thus future revisitation.

**Service**: *Service* is a word that usually occurs within 1-4 star ratings, and it is generally associated with negative opinion words and polarity score. It is generally the result of delayed or inattentive services from restaurants’ hosts and servers.

**Order**: This feature group includes all inflectional forms of the root word “order”. This feature appears most frequently in 1 or 2 star ratings by the reason of food order inaccuracy. This feature is heavily attributed to restaurants receiving negative reviews. Therefore, it is ranked number four in importance.

**Location**: The use of location is an immense factor for our dataset, with the fact that Las Vegas had over 42 million visitors in 2019 (LVCVA, 2020). A restaurant location is essential for tourist convenience and an important factor for vacation plans. This aspect suggests that close proximity to tourist attractions and accessibility are important features for Las Vegas restaurant reviewers.

**Staff**: The group includes words such as *waiter, waitstaff, staff, manager, waitress, busser, cashier*, and *front desk*. The use of this aspect reflects largely on lower star ratings for reviews, with complaints about specific staff service and behavior.

**Experience**: The feature group only contains the word *experience*. Dining experience as a whole seems to be less important and less mentioned by reviewers, compared to service and environment.
**Reservation:** A mistake in reservation accounts for 5% importance in restaurant reviews and results in lower star ratings.

**Time:** The use of this feature group usually describes the slowness of their dining experience or waiting to be seated. This is the second-least important feature from the feature groups.

**Price:** Price is the least important feature from the feature group. It mainly describes the price of food and drinks within the restaurant. This is a difficult aspect to access with sentiment analysis as food price being cheap can be a great opinion for or against a restaurant. It might impact the polarity score as well as the feature importance. It might suggest that the reviewers already know the price range of the restaurant prior to choosing it.

### 5.2 Summary

After an analysis of 50,000 randomly chosen reviews from the Las Vegas Restaurant Yelp reviews dataset, each review was processed to extract ABSA features. The aspect and polarity scores from ABSA were grouped manually into ten groups. The data was then trained by a Random Forest prediction model to predict star rating. The prediction model achieved 52.4% accuracy. The model outputted the Feature Importance ranking for each feature grouped from most important to least important; for the first dataset the ranking was: Food, Environment, Service, Order, Location, Staff, Experience, Reservation, Time, and Price.

The feature importance result shows an accounting of reviewers’ importance in determining review star rating on a scale of one to five for restaurants in the Las Vegas, Nevada area. Prior analysis of review text mainly classifies each review by polarity score. However, this thesis analyzes reviews by ranking feature importance. The method and result also provide a more in-depth feature extraction analysis on customer reviews at the aspect level. The output also appears to show no bias from feature importance generated from Random Forest. The result also able to shows feature importance from Random Forest based on aspect and polarity score in predicting star rating.
6. Conclusion

6.1 Summary of Findings

The goal of the present thesis was to determine a method to analyze reviews to understand Yelp restaurants review writers’ perspectives and rank values via feature importance. The rankings from the two random samples suggest that the model is able to produce highly correlated results.

Although the restaurant review result does not produce a revolutionary outcome, the method can be applied for other applications and industries. For business, it can be adopted to compare feature importance from competing businesses and products to further understand their customers and market. Companies can also apply this method to understand and compare their customers in different countries or regions, thus to compare what the user group indicates as important. Users can benefit from feature importance to compare and make decisions based on differences in feature importance between products and businesses. Instead of reading through 30 to 50 reviews, feature importance can identify reviews that mention top features and recommend those selected reviews for readers.

The methodology in this thesis was able to provide an agnostic lexicon machine learning ABSA model. The part-of-speech parser extracts every possible aspect and opinion term from every review, and to detect aspect and determine opinion term with a state-of-the-art BiLSTM dependency parser. Regardless of the review domain, the method designed by the current thesis is able to auto-generate a lexicon without manual work and without a predefined lexicon. However, there are still limitations with the present methodology employed in the thesis.

6.2 Limitations

One of the potentially biggest limitations is validating the accuracy of the Random Forest classifier in predicting star rating. The prediction model relies on ABSA results as features cannot be validated without a test or validation dataset. Without a human-annotated standard to validate and evaluate the model performance against raters’ opinions, it is impossible to determine the most optimal parameters for the random forest classifier. Tuning the model’s hyperparameters can impact the output from the model. The setting of hyperparameters includes the number of decision trees in the forest and the number of features considered by each tree when splitting a node. This impacts feature importance. The current thesis did not explore finding the most optimal setting for the model as well as accuracy of the model. In addition, the
feature grouping and the number of feature groups is determined prematurely without gathering more data and additional feature engineering. In the future, the study needs to rely on experimental results in attempts to evaluate different parameter settings. Another method could be to generate a baseline model to compare against the random forest classifier to validate model performance.

A second limitation is the lack of diversity in the dataset. The current thesis only tested on one city (Las Vegas, Nevada) restaurant reviews from Yelp. The research question should be tested on multiple business categories and from different geographical locations. It is difficult to know if the method would perform and produce similar results for other review categories and locations.

The final limitation is the accuracy in extracting aspect and opinion words. Although the model employed for aspect-based sentiment analysis with the BIST parser is able to achieve state-of-the-art accuracy, without labeled data to validate, it is impossible to interpret accuracy for the present dataset.

6.3 Implication

The result can apply the same methodology for different review data to provide more value to users. For example, the method can be adopted for businesses or products to better understand their users or customer base. Furthermore, companies can apply this method to compare rivalries products and businesses to interpret their differences based on differences in importance for improvement.

Moreover, review readers can filter and identify helpful and essential reviews with feature importance from a large volume of reviews. Many review websites such as Yelp provide useful voting features from review reader ratings. Previous studies (Diaz & Ng, 2018; Hu & Chen, 2016; Ganu et al., 2013; Ghose & Ipeirotis, 2007) have investigated automated processes to identify helpful reviews from the large volume of reviews on a single product. Feature importance ranking can provide data and metric to measure review helpfulness to the readers, thus to filter review with low ranking features to provide useful reviews that drives decision making.

6.4 Future Research

Additional research should address issues mentioned previously in the limitation section.
Specifically, a method to better group aspects into feature groups. The selected feature group can impact the parameter and the result of the random classifier. The current manual grouping process is not scalable for a large or a multiple-domain dataset.

The thesis uses the Drop column method to detect bias with Random Forest Classifier feature importance output. Strobl et al. (2007) suggest permutation the feature importance method to consider a variable important if it has a positive effect on the prediction accuracy. Studies have proven that the permutation method is more reliable compared to the Drop Column method, which this thesis employed. Investigating and comparing the result can be beneficial to find the most optimal methods.

The methodology of this thesis uses many different technical methods to extract data such as aspect, opinion, and polarity score. Many steps can be avoided with labeled data, moreover, it will assist and simplify the feature engineering process. With transfer learning and other machine learning methods, the labeled data may also benefit from extracting more data from unlabeled data and reviews.
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